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ABSTRACT 
MeasurE'ments of evaporation rates of Zinc in three dj_fferent 
residual gases, e. g., argon, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen at one 
atmosphere pressure, w·ere made. It was found that . the rate of evaporation 
of zinc in one atmosphere of argon ~las almost the same as that in cc.P~bon 
monoxide, while the rate in hydrogen "las almost twice the rate in argon 
or carbon monoxide. 
Measurements of evaporation rate of zinc: in one atmosphere of 
argon-oxygen mixtures were also made. The evaporation rate was ccn-
siderably reduced because the formation of the oxide film retard~ the 
zinc vapor escaping from the evaporating surface. 
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I. INJ.'RODUCTION 
The smel tfng of ~d.nc involves reduction of th(' mcide at temperatures. 
abov•:> the boi 1 ing po:~n t of zinc. The reduced zinc is removed from the 
reaction mixture as a vapor and is subsequently condensed. This is 
sometimEs called a distillation process. This zinc is sufficiently pure 
to m~rket for some applications after werely remelting and casting into 
ingot form. However, for other applications a purer zinc is required 
and several companies refine the zinc in a fractional distillation pnlccss. 
Dur.ing the fractional distillation of zinc, t-vm elements, lead 'lnd 
cad;nium in particnlar, are vola tile. Lead is less vol~lti.le. In a COi<l~ 
mercial purification process the separation of lead appears to be more of 
a problem than separation of cadmium. 
There is still some question as to the correct value of the act:iv~.ty 
coefficient of lead in liquid zinc. This is irr.portant since i 1.: d8ten,ri.n:.:s 
the theoretical amount of lead that would be expected to distill durinn 
the refining process. TherE' are als·.) indications thc"lt: the prenence of 
~ ~· "]) t' ... certain impurities has an effect on the rate o~ 01st1. a:1on or Zlnc, 
as might be expected. The actusl mechanism or reason for this behevior 
is not lmo~-111 and proba.bl.y r:1~rits further study. 
Some of the factors affecting the rate of evaporation of zinc have 
J • • r-"h • been investigated and are repartee 1n tne - cs1s. 
II. REVIEH OF' THE LITERATURE 
About forty years ago n.· M. Cyr,(l) workinB in the Research 
La bora tor.tes of the New J<~rsey Zinc Company, produced a few pounds of 
·zJ.nc of such purity that no other elements were detected in it by 
spectroersphic analysis. This zinc contained loss than 0.0010 per cent 
of meta 11 ic impur:i. ties. It ~1as prepared by the vacuum distillation of 
liquid zinc. The vapor was condensed directly to the solid state on a 
graph:ite sleeve from which it could be readily removed. 
The Ne1:7 Je1:sey Zinc Company(2 ) was the first to develop a cont:tr:uous 
c:.nd :i.nt.egrated cornmercial unit in wb.ich zinc could be reflne:d t:,:y a 
distill.ation process. 
The impurities which generally occur in zinc can be divided into 
two types. One type contains the more volatile element:;, such as 
and occas:!.onally arscmic in small amounts, and t:I:e other thE: less vola-
tile elements, such as lead. 
Bosica lly, the pyrome tallur.gica 1 refining of zinc involves ~~hree 
steps: a) lron, cop~1er and other metals having no appreciable v.spor 
pressure at 907°C concent-.:-ate in the bath in which the impure ?.in~~ is 
bo]., =>d l)) le""' b 1'smuth. antimony and other metals having boil:l.r:3 
___ !;:. 4 • aU' . 
· b b closer to that of zinc are selectively condensed from POlnts a. ove ut 
h d fronl the bath ~nd c) cadmium and other iffipurities havi1~ t e vapor boile ''' 
lmvc:-r boiling points than zinc are fractionally dis tilled by rcbo:i linE; 
... condet1st' tJ'.on of the cadmium and othE-r impur:i. ties from anG subseq,uant ~ -
the \'apor. 
3 
Equilibrium conditions hetueen liquid ~nd vapor in th~ . 
'" Zlnc··cadm:i.um 
system are shown in the phase diagram in Figure 1(3). Th 
e vapor is 
richer in cadmium than the liquid with whic!t i_t is in e ql! i l i 1Jrlum, Thus, 
in the vapor phase at 
during distillation the cadmium is concentrated 
the top of the column v7hile puri Oed zinc is col lee ted as a 1 . . . 
1qu10 at 
the bottom of the column. 
The zinc-lead equilibrium diagram as given by Lumsdel!(t~) . , 
lS Sr!O\vl1 
in Figure 2. The diagram shows that the degree of purificat· 
Jon ~ttai.ned 
when zinc containing lead is vaparized is much greater tha 11 t 11at ,. . 1 
· a.taJ.n€~c· 
with zinc contaminated with cadmium. 
The equilibrium data, in a different form, on the zinc-lead 
syr: tem 
is presented by Robson (3). He gi.ves the boiling points of z:inc-lc,ad 
alloys RS a function of alloy composition shovm in Figure 3. 
The boning 
point of a solution of zinc containing lead rises only a feVI degrees as the 
lead content increases from zero up to ahout 60 per cent. 1'h · 
J.s n1s<ms that 
a small ar:1ount of superheat can volatilize most of the zinc. 
The rP ~ · · -flh)l)J~g 
alloy ¥!i.th a high lead content exerts a vapor pressure cor,par<ilJle lo that 
of pure lead. Thus, one partial vaporization separates most of th· . 
'! ZlllC 
from most of the lead. 
The degree of lead e15.mi.na tion resulting frorn the vaporizetfon pr.:>ce 55 
is very important. Richardson (5) discusses this subject. At g07 oC, the 
boili!1g point of zinc, the vapor pressure of zjnc is 760 min Hg and t:1at of 
1 t t re ~.,I) 3 nml-To- If the tottll prt!ssure•.-•ere ead at the sar:1e empera u -'-'-' · ·;.,• " 
one atreosphere an -d the ,_,_e:od solution v:ere ideal' the partial presuc-ure of 
a t 0.()7°C 'WC'tt1d ~e 760 mm Hg thnes tb 1 zj_nc in the vapor, Pzn(g) ~ '"' nio e 
fraction of zinc in the liquid, Xzn(l)' and the partial press~rc of leed ir~ 
950 
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Figure 1. The CadMium-Zinc Equilibrium 
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Alloys( 3 ). 
7 
the vapor, pl)b (g), '"ould be 0. 3 times th e mole fraction of lead, xpb(l). 
Since the mole fractions in the vapor a¥e 
._ the same as the pressure 
fractions in the h. vapor, t e mole fract,_:_on of 1 d ea in the vapor x 
· ' Pb(g)' 
is 
0. 3 Xpb (1) 
XPb(g) <::! ----· 
0.3xPb(l) + 760 xzn(l) 
Therefore 
Xpb (g) 0.3 
= ~- ---._..---·-----
Xpb (1) 0.3 Xpb(l) + 760 xzn(l) 
For dilute solutions of lead in zinc, Xpb (1) is small and xzn(l) is 
approximately unity. Thus, 
0.3 
~ 0. OC04 
760 
The actual ratio obtained under equilibrium conditions is only 0.004 
because the activity coefficient of lead in zinc at 907°C is about 10. 
Lumsden(!+) gives the data in Figure 4 which sho\·lS the lead cont:er't 
of the vapor phase resulting fr0~ liquid zinc-lead alloys at their boiling 
points. The slope of this curve approaches 0.0041 as a limit as the lead 
content of the liquid approaches zero. 
Richardson(5) claimed that by distilling and refluxing zinc at 
reasonable speeds under industrial conditions it is possible to produce 
zinc containing less than 0.001 per cent by weight of lead from a metal 
t · · 0 1 b · ht f lead S1"nce the ratio of mole con a1n1ng .0 per cent y we1g o • 
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Figure 4 Composition of the Vapor in Equilibrium 
with Boiling Lead-Zinc Alloys( 4 ). 
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9 
dilute solut:ions> these weight percentages are equivalent to a mole 
fraction ratio of xPb(g)/xPb(l)' equal to approximately 0.01. These 
data indicate the lead content of the distilled zinc may be two and one 
half times greater tl1an the equilibrium data indicate it should be. 
Robson(3) also gives data on the purification attainable by distil-
ling zinc-alloys. Robson claims that a liquid alloy containing 0.75 per 
cent lead will yield a vapor of 0.0030 per cent lead which corresponds 
to a mole fraction ratio of 0.004, very close to the theoretical value. 
Robson points out that the lead content of the vapor can be unduly 
high in 8 commercial dis till a tion process because liquid droplets form 
by bumping and splashing. At one time these droplets were filt~red out 
of the vapor phase in commercial processes by passing the vapor thr.ough 
a coke plug or over trays containing coke or broken refractory material. 
This process of filtering out entrained liquid droplets did not always 
produce vapor of the same purity because it is possible for th~ droplets 
to come in contact with the refractory surfaces above the Hquid level 
in the chamber where boiling takes place. Since the refractory surfaces 
can be very much hotter than the liquid, the droplets can be completely 
vapori~ed, Once vaporiz2d, the lead can pass through the coke refr~ctory 
filter. 
Fror.t the kinetic theory of gases, the rate at 'vhich molecules of 
a vapor leave the surface of a liquid is given by the effusion formula 
w = p Q1/2rcRT)~ (1) 
l l·n grams per square centimeter per W1ere w is the rate of evaporation 
second, 
p is the vapor pressure cf the liquid at temperature T in dynes 
per square cent:i.metcr, 
H is th.e r,1olecule.r \\•eight of the liquid in grams., 
R is 
T is 
the gas constant ir.. ergs pe:r mole per 
the ahsolute Kelvin tempera tL''::"e. 
For zinc this can be reduced to 
I 1. w0 = 28.30 p0 T~ 
degree Ke 1 vin, and 
(2) 
.to 
\.;here 110 is no'i: expressed in grati<S per squar;i;! centimeter pe:;:- minute: and 
p 0 in r:•.m Hg. Equation (2) gives the maxlnmm rate of evap0raUon of :dnc 
at the tertpera ture T. This evaporation rate '\-JOuld be obt~iin?d it a 
per f ... ,c t vacuuo could be maintained over the lic1uid ldne. 'Hiwi.t ~ l~lc 
evaporates iDto a perfect vacuum c-111 of the atoms leaving the liqcdd 
phase e sc:ape, that is, no:1c of the zinc vapor returns to the liquic 
phHse. The derivation of thr~ effusion formula, Equation (2), is givCii. 
in Appen.dix 1. 
The measurements of the vapor pressure of zinc hy v~rious inv0~ti-
gators b~we been compiled and evaluated by Kclly( 9). He considers tl·e 
vapor pressure of rrolten zine to Le t::xpn~sscd best by the folL_.,.·.ing 
1 -- -6-754.5/T- 1.318 ]oc0' T- (0.0601)(10- 3) T+l2.723 {3) og Po 
.... L • d · 'ti- ~ll-' 'T' is in degrees Kelvin . 
.... t;ere p0 1.s exprcsse 1n mm r c, "1 '-' -
Figure 5 is taken from St. Clair e.nd ~pend love ( 7) and shous the 
from the mel thtg point up to 600"C as ca lcula i;:C'o fr0m 
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Figure 5. Vapor Pressure and Rate of Evaporation 
( 7 ) 
of Zinc at Various Temperatures . 
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Equation (2), is shown on the same graph. The maximnm rate of evaporation 
at the melting point, 419°C, is only 0.140 grams per square cent-imeter 
per minute at 500°C and more than 10 grams per square centimeter per 
St. Clair and Spendlove(6)(J) determined the rate of evaporation 
at various reduced pressures and found that for a fixed f'Oi·7er input the 
rate of evaporation decreased as pressure increased. In these experi-
ment:s, the pressure of a residual gas, measured at a point in the £ystem 
remote from liquid zinc, was reported as the pressure. The nature of 
the residunl gas was not stated. At a low pressure uf 100 microns, the 
observed rate of evaporation was 83 per cent of the maxir.,nm value calcu-
lated by Equation (2). At a pressure of 2000 microns the rate was only 
7 per cent of the maximum value. 
St. Clair and Spendlove recognized that Equation (2) only ap?li~d 
to the evaporation of zinc into a perfect vacuum and that tlie effusioD 
formula could be used to calculate the rste of condensation of zinc if 
p0 in Equation (2) were replaced by the partial pressure of the 2:inc 
vapor. 
where w' is the weight of 
per minute, and Pr is the 
I 1~ w' = 28.30 Pr T~ 
zinc condensed, in 




per square centint>tt">.r 
zinc vapor, in mm Hg. 
t . when zinc is present is t 11c differ~nce The net rate of evapora 1on, wn, 
t ·on w and the rate of ccl;densu-bctween the maximum rate of evapora 1 ' o.- -
t • I l.on, w , 
lJ 
(5) 
where the net: r<.~ te of evapora t1on, is given in grams of zinc evapo-
rated per square centimeter of liquid surface per minute. 
While St. Clair and Spendlove gave Equation (5), they did not use 
it to calculate the rate of evaporation. This equation is not applicable 
to their experiments because the gas phase was never pure zinc vapor. 
A residual gas of some kind was always present. 
Epstein(lO) has derived an equation giving the rate of evaporatio11 
of a metal from a liquid bath when a residual gas is present 
2. 736T 
(6) =--).p 
. fh 1 / 2 . wllE:re w1 is the Epstein rate of evaporat~on o t e meta A, gm em -nnn, 
into a gaseous atmosphere, containing the metal A, and a res:i_dual gas B, 
-r,1A is the rate of evaporation of a metal A, gm/cm2-mi.n, into a 
perfect vacuum, the maximum rate of evaporation, 
T is absolute Kelvin temperature, 
p is the total pressure, dynes/cm2, 
;... is the distance between the evaporating and conci :~:ns ing surfaces, 
~~A is the molecular weight of the metal A, gm, 
M£ is the molecular weight of the residual gas B, grn, 
3 
PA is the density of the metal A, gm/cm , 
CB is the density of the residual gas, B, gm/cm3, and 
b is the van der Waals' constant for t~e res:i.dual gas. 
em, 
Unfortunately the Epstein equation is reported as a private commu-
nication and its derivation is not really known. The correctness of 
this equation is doubtful. It "t-7as claimed that the calculated rate of 
evaporation can be in error by a factor of 100. St. Clair and Spendlove 
apparently did not use it in their work. 
Luchak and Langstroth(ll)(l2) have derived an equation giving the 
rate of evaporation of a substance from a liquid surface when air is 
present (assuming no oxidation on the liquid surface). 
where 
"12 is the Luchak rate of evaporation of the metal A, · I 2 · 1Tl em, em -nnn, 
in gaseous atmosphere, 
p is the vapor pressure of liquid at temp~rature T, in mm Hg, 
MA is the gram molecular weight of the metal A being evaporated, 
D is the diffusivity in the gas, in cm2 /sec, 
T is the temperature, in OK 
' 
and 
). is the distance between the evaporating and condensing sur-
faces, in em. 
Diffusivity, D, may be calculated from the following Equation (13) 
which has been derived by Maxwell from the kinetic theory of gases 
D = (8) 
where 
k is a constant, ranging from 0.0038 to 0.0047(l3), 
D is the diffusivity in the gas, cm2 /sec, 
MA is the gram molecular weight of metal A, 
MB is the gram molecular weight of residual gas B, 
p is the total pressure_. in a tm, 
T is the Kelvin temperature, 
VA is the molal volume of the metal A in liquid state at its 
3' normal boiling point, in em /g-mole, 
VB is the molal volume of the residual gas B in liquid stale at 
its normal boiling point, in cm3/g-mole. 
According to the Maxwell-Stefan(l4) law of molecular diffusion, 
the rate of diffusion of metal A through a stagnant gas B is givEn as 
follow-s: 
where 
w3 is the 
gas, 
I:' is the 
Maxwell rate 
(60) (P) (D) (pAl - PA2) (HA) 
(>.) (R) (TAl) (PBH) 
of diffusion of metal A 
. I 2 . 1n gm em -m1.n, 
total pressure, in atm, 
(9) 
in a stagnant 
D is the diffusivity of metal A in residual gas B, in cn?·/sec, 
Pressur<> of the metal A at the evaporating pAl is the partial ~ 
surface for a given te::npereture TAl' in atm, 
t 1 A at the condensing sur-pA2 is the partial prt:ssure of the me a 
face for a given temperature TA2' in atm, 
15 
16 
NA is the gram molt:!Cular weight of metal A, 
). is the distance betv1een the evaporating and condensing surfaces, 
tn em, 
R is the gas constant, 82.00 (atm)(cm)3/(mole)(T), 
TAl is the absolute temperature of the metal A at the evaporating 
surface, in degree Kelvin, 
TA2 is the absolute temperature of metal A at the condensing surface, 
in degree Kelvin, 
PnM js the log mean partial pressure of residual gas B, li -
that is, (pB2 -pBl)/ln (pB2 I pBl) where pBl is the pertial 
pressure of residual gas B at the evaporating surface, 
and pB2 is the partial pressure of residual gas B at the 
condensing surface, in atm. 
17 
III. EXPERIMENTAL 
Four pieces of equipment were used in this investigat1'on·. (1) an 
electrically heated resistance furnace, (2) & condenser system, (3) a 
boiler, and (4) a gas atmosphere system. 
An electrically heated tube furnace was used to heat a high tempe:r-
ature HcDa~el Zirco (zirconium oxide) tube which was twenty-eight inches 
long and had an internal diameter of two and a quartf>r inches. The 
Zirco tube was supported by two steel rings which stood in front of the 
furnace. The furnace was mounted on wheels to allow it to be moved back 
and forth over the closed end of the Zirco tube. The heated portion of 
the furnace consisted of Kanthal resistance wire wound on an a1.umir.a 
core. The wire was coated with alundum cement. An alt~mina sleeve cover-
ed the entire core, This heating assembly was insulated by fire bricks. 
The fire bricks and heating assembly were contained in a cylindrical 
stee 1 shell. 
The temperature of the furnace was controlled by a Hh£clco control h·r 
and a p la tinum-pla tinum 10 per. cent rhodium the· rmocouple. This thern'o-
couple Has outside the Zir:co tube and allo\\·ed the tempe.r<1tures to be 
t 11 d . h' + 5°C co~ ro e w1tl1n _ . 
The boiler, condenser and other details of the apparatus are shom1 
in Figure 6. A chromel-alumeJ thermocouple which was attached to the 
condenser tube and inserted into the base of the boiler during each run 
of the molten bath. In order to was used to irdica te the temperature 
the thr->_.r:nocouple fr()m alloying with zinc prevent the hot junction of 
~ vJ ate r In ,-
r ~ 
I I 
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vapor, a mullite protection tube which was thirty inches long and had 
~ quarter inch internal diameter was used as a protection tube. Several 
comparisons ,,7ere made be tween the temperature indica ted by the 2 d · ff 1.. er-
ent thermocouples. In the temperature range of 700° to 900°C, it was 
found that the temperature of the boiler, on the average, was 20°C lower 
than the tewperature indicated by the control thermocouple on the out-
side of the tube. 
Figure 7 shows typical heating and cooling curves for the boiler. 
In an argon atmosphere the time was essentially constant for heating to 
a given ter.tperaturc. From run to run for a given temperature the varia-
tion of heating time was less than 5 minutes. The heating time depended 
on the terr.perature used for the experiment and, as indicated by Figure 7, 
'1.-la s in the range of 1 1/2 to 3 hours for heating to temperatures in the 
range 650-850°C. 
The \vater-cooled condenser, Figure 8, was made of 3/16 inch copper 
tubing '\-7hich \vas sixty inches long and U-shaped. Both ends of the con-
dcns2r were placed through holes in the rubber stopper. The legs of the 
U-shaped condenser were held apart by a piece of copper plate. An iron 
rine supported the condenser and kept it centrally located inside the 
Zirco tube. 
1 • Its basin for containing the The boiler was made of grap11te. 
molten zinc was 4 inches long, 1 3/8 inches wide and 5/8 inches deep. 
d d' ely bereath the metal bath. The The thermocouple well was locate 1rec • 
construction of the boiler is sho\'m in Figure 8. 
Time for Cooling~ minutes 
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Hydrogen, carbon monoxide, argon, argon-0.1 per cent oxygen, argon-
1.0 per cent oxygen and air were used as residual gas atmospheres. These 
atmospheres, except for the air, were obtained from gas cylinders. Air 
was taken from a compressed air line. The gas flow t-Tas controlled by 
a regulator on the gas cylinder. The gas entered the system through 
a copper tube which was inserted into one hole in the rubber stopper of 
the Zirco tube and it left through another copper tube in another hole 
in the stopper, Figure 8. The gas-in tube extended 11 inches into the 
Zirco tube '\vhile the gas-out tube extended only 3 inches into the Zirco 
tube. 
After leaving the furnace, the atmosphere passed through a 500-ul 
flask which served as a trap to avoid water backing into the Zirco tube 
and then through another 500-ml flask which served as a gas bub~Jler a11d 
was used to indicate the rate of gas flow·. A Bunsen burner at the end 
of gas train was used to ignite the hydrogen or. carbon monoxide when 
they were used. The argon-oxygen mixtures were expelled without the 
burner. 
The following procedure wa~ used for the determination of the rate 
Of Zl·nc at var1·ous temperatures below its hoiline point. evapo:ratinn for 
Evaporation was studied in atmospheres of argon, carbon monoxide, hydro-
d · · t'1 the tota 1 pressure approxirna tely gen, argon-oxygen mixtures an a1r Wl 1 
one atmosphere. 
. assaying 0.0002 per cent iron, Ingots of speci~l high grade z1nc, 
d it'l'Tl were ctit into small pieces. 0.0019 per. cent lead, 0.0017 per cent ca rn •~·' 
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The weight of the sample was between ~30 and 250 
- - grams. This sample 
size filled the basin of the boiler to a depth of approximately 3/8 
inches. The bath was 4 inches long and 1 3/8 inches wide. These dimensions 
were equivalent to a liquid evaporation surface of 35 square centimeters. 
Before placing the zinc in the boiler it was ground free of oxide. 
The sample} boiler, and condenser assembly were weighed individually 
before each run. The sensitivity of the balance was 0.1 gram. 
Before each run the position of the boiler relative to the condenser 
was carefully adjusted to a distance of 2.0 centimeters which was measured 
from the condenser tube end to the nearest end of the:. boiler. Cllre '-1as 
also taken to keep the boiler horizontal. If this were not dor.e the zinc 
would flo~1 to one side of the boiler and not completely cover the bottora 
of the basin. If the boiler were not horizontal the evaporation surface 
area would not be the anticipated 35 square centimeters. In order to 
keep the boiler horizontal, care was also taken to prevent the rotation 
of the condenser while fitting the stopper into the tube. After the 
stopper was fitted tightly, Nu glue was applied as a seelant. l.J~ter -.;,·~s 
then passed through the condenser at a rate of 25 milliliters per second. 
The gas-in tube was connected to the gas cylinder and the gas-out 
b bbl £1 k The flow rate of the tube was connected to the trap and u er as · 
a flow ra te of about 10 milliliters per minute. gas was adjusted to give 
th ""-quipment was cleanec:! of zinc Before starting an experiment e 
Usually the condenser t~be and the boiler from the previous experiment. 
were easily cleaned. Was Sufficient to clean these parts of Brushing 
tht system. d d on the inside of the Zirco tube Sometimes the zinc con ense 
and on the thermocouple protection tube could not be scraped off. It was 
necessary to heat these parts of the system in the air to oxidize the 
zinc and then the oxide could be brushed off easilv . 
.I 
After the system was cleaned, the zinc was weighed and placed in 
the boiler. The boiler and condenser were placed inside the Zirco tube 
and the system closed and sealed as indicated above. The residual gas 
for the particular experiment to be performed was then passed through 
the system for at least \ hour before heating in order to flush out the 
air. 
The temperature of the boiler '"as measured periodically dur:i.ng 
heating by using the chromel-alumel thermocouple in the bottom of the 
hoi ler. The controller "t-las set to stop the heating when the boiler 
reached the desired temperature. Zero time for an experinlent was the 
ti.me at whie.h the boiler reached the temperature for that expc1:irr.ent. 
After the desired time at that temperature the furnace was rolled back 
from the Zirco furnace tube. The tube was allo,.red to cool in the sti 11 
air. Atmosphere and condenser w::~ter flm·: were maintained until the tube 
cooled almost to room temperature. 
After the furnace tube had cooled it was opened and the condenser 
and boiler were removed. The residual zinc in the boiler, collected 
condensate and condenser assembly were weighed individually. 
h ~udied a blank run was made to For each ten~erature and atmosp.ere s~ 
d d d ~J·no heatin~. In a blank run e tet"mine how much evaporation occurre u,_ - o o 
t b a s soon as the proper 
the furnace was rolled back from the Zirco u e 
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temperature \-TaS reached. Other de tails of the procedure were as nearly 
as possible the same as those of a normal run. 
The loss in weight of the zinc in the boiler, detcl'nlined by the 
difference in weight of zinc added at the start of the run and the wei.ght 
of the residual zinc at the end of the run, was used as the weight of 
zinc evaporated. The weight of condensate collected was less than the 
loss of weight of the zinc in the boiler. The difference in tl1e weight 
of condensate and the 'i.-leight of zinc evaporated varied from 0. 0 to 3. 5 
grams. 
In the experiment on evaporation of zinc from the zinc-alumim:m 
alloys, a small piece of pure aluminum (99. 99 per cent), with weight 
equivalent to 0.1 per cent of the total ini\:ial weight of metal in the 
boiler, was placed beneath the zinc at the beginning of the experiment. 
Except for this aluminum addition to the boiler the procedure ,.7as exactly 
the same as for the zinc expP.rirnent. 
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IV. RESULTS 
A series of evaporation experiments was made to determine the rate 
of evaporation of zinc at various temperatures ranging from 650°C to 
850°C. The results are shm;m in Table I. In this series of tests and 
in all others made during the investigation, the total pressure in the 
system was approximately one atmosphere. The bubbler at the end of the 
gas train kept the p~essure slightly above barometric pressure. 
In Table I, the third column gives the total weight evaporated 
during the test. This \vas the loss in weight of the zinc from the boner. 
In order to obtain the amount evaporated at the temperature heine sludh·d 
it was necessary to subs tract the amount evaporated during heating to the 
test temperature from the total zinc evapor<>.ted. 
1'he amount evaporated during heating was determined by blank runs 
at each temperature studied and is given in Table I. The first test 
given for each temperature is a blank run in which the sy£tem \o1BS merely 
heated to temperature and cooled immediately. It can be seen in Tahle I 
that the amount evaporated during heating increased in a regular manner; 
· t · · d It can also be seen that l 1ncreased as the test temperature 1ncrease . 
the weight evaporated during heating became increasingly more signifi-
cant as the temperature increased. At 650°C the "Weight loss during 
he a. ting ·Has ni 1 while it approached approximately 50 per cent of the 
total w~i.ght loss for a 30 minute run at BOOoC and 850"C. 
data 
the data can be judged by examining the The reproducibility of 
700 °C d ~our 30 minute from the duplicate 240 minute runs at an ~ runs 
at 81f)oC. The maximum deviation from the aver·age evaporatjcn rate at 
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Table I: Observed Rates of Evaporation of Zinc 
at: Various Temperatures under One 
Atmosphere of Argon 
-·---
Test Boiler Weight Weight of Evaporation Evaporation No. Temperature, Evaporated, Condensate, Time, Rate, oc Grams Grams Minutes Gm/cm2-Min 
_______ ,.__ . ..,_, ____ 
------------
Q16 650 0 0 0 Q 6 650 2.0 1.6 120 0.000476 Q10 650 4.0 3.3 240 0.000476 
avg. 0. OOOlr 76 
Q 5 700 0.2 0.2 0 Q 2 700 5.0 2.8 120 0. 00] lll Q 9 700 9.6 8.5 240 0. 00112 Ql3 700 9.2 8.2 240 0.00107 
E\Vg. 0.00111 
Q 3 750 1.7 1.0 0 Q14 750 7.5 4.0 75 0.00?.21 Ql2 750 11.6 8.8 120 c. 00~~36 
avg. 0.00229 
Q 7 BOO 4.0 3.5 0 QlS 800 8.5 5.5 30 0. 00/1?.9 Qll 800 13.5 11.0 60 0.00!15?. 
avg. 0. 001:111 
K 3 850 6.0 6.0 0 
K 1 850 14.9 13. 1 30 0.00829 
K 2 850 15.3 13.5 30 o.oosr.6 





850°C was 3.38 per cent while it was 3.60 per cent at 700°C. Table II 
shows the average evaporation rate in argon at each temperature studied. 
The mmd.mum deviation from the average evaporation rate in this llhole 
series of tests \>las 3. 60 per cent in one of the 700°C experiments. 
The fourth column in Table I gives the weight of zinc condensed. 
This was the zinc that could be removed from the condenser tube and the 
inside surfaces of the system after each run. This was always less 
(except in some experiments in which the atmosphere was oxidizing as 
mentioned be1ow) than the loss in weight of zinc from the boiler because 
it v;as not possible to collect and weigh all the zinc evaporated. Some 
of the zinc apparently condensed as a liquid phase on the hot surface::;. 
After cooling, this zinc could not be remov<-:d and weighed. This zinc had 
to be oxidized to remove it from the system. The am~unt of condensatE.! 
weighe.d was less than the am.ount of z:i..nc evaporated. !'he difference in 
these two figures, shown in columns three and four of Table I, was fourd 
between 0.0 and 3.5 grams. 
The evsporation time was varied and it was found that the evaporation 
rate was ii:depcndent of time in the range of time studj ed. At the lo·vx~r 
temperatures the time had to be relatively long in order to obtain sufficient 
e On the other hand, it was conside"t'ed de-
vapor<" tion to penni t weighing. 
sirohle to limit the time at the higher teraperat .. ,res because the large::-
t d d to fill up the in-
amount of condensate at the higher temperatures en e 
side of the tube. d 
of zinc. The condensate '"as not a ense mass 
last column of Table I was calcu-The evaporation rate given in the 
evaporateG during heating from the lated by subtracting the amount of zinc 
Table II: Average Evaporation Rates in Argon and 































total amount evaporated in the test and dividing this difference by 
the product of the time and the surface area of the liquid zinc in the 
boiler. 
The area of evaporation was taken to be the top surface area of 
the basin in the boiler, which was 35.0 square centimeters. Care \·ms 
taken to have the boiler horizontal in each experiment. At the end of 
each experiment the appearance of the solidified zinc in the boiler 
indicated whether or not it covered the bottom of the boiler completely 
and presented the proper evaporation surface. The weight of the bo-tler 
remained constant during the investigation. This was taken as an indi-
cation that the boiler did not oxidize and that the basin remained the 
same size from one experiment to the next. 
The rate of evaporation in argon was found to vary in a r~gular 
manner with temperature. The rate was found to increase slowly at low.:=r 
temperatures and rapidly at higher temperatures as shown in Figure 9. 
In another series of experiments the effect of gas atmospher~ on 
the rate of evaporation of zinc was determined. The results of these 
tests are shown in Table III. These experiments 'toler£~ all conducted at 
barometric pressure and 750C\C. Some of the atmospheres were redud!lz 
While others were oxidizing. 
I 2 . hydroo~en at 750oC, 0.00456 gm. em -mln, The rate of evaporation in 
229 I 2-min rate in argon. The' evapC'ra-\las approximately twice t!'le 0. 00 gm em 
apparently independent of tion rate in the argon-oxygen atmospheres was 
studied even though the oxygen the oxygen concentration of the mixtures 
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Figure 9 Observed Rate of Evaporation of Zinc 
in Argon o.t One Atmosphere Pressure 
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Table III: Rate of Evaporation of Zinc in 
Various Atmospheres at 750°C. 
----
Test 'Height Weight of Evaporation Evaporation 
No. Evaporated, Condensate, Time, Rate, 
Grams Grams Minutes Gm/cm2-Min 
·--
Hydrogen 
N 5 5.3 5.0 0 
N q 10.5 9.5 30 0.0045G 
Argon-0.1% Oxygen 
R 2 1.4 1.5 0 
R 5 4.6 4.6 60 0.001'13 
R 1 6.3 6. 7 99 O.GOJ42 
R 7 8.3 7. 5 120 0.00]64 
R 3 11.1 9.0 180 0.00154 
R !1,. II~. 8 14.2 240 O.OOJCO 
avg. 0.00155 
Argon-1. 0 Oxygen 
s 1 1.1 1.1 0 
s 2A 7.2 6.2 120 0.0014~i 
s 2B 7.2 7.6 120 0. 0011.15 
s 8 7.8 7.0 120 0.00160 
s 6 11.2 11.2 180 0.001(0 
s 7 IlL 6 15.1 240 O.OOlC,l 
s 5 18.3 360 0. OOH)2 21.5 avg. 0.00157 
Air 
0 120 o. oooo·i v 1 0.3 
Argon 




in the mixtures caused the evaporation rate to be lower than that in 
pure argon. The e~aporation rate in air appeared to be almost zero. 
When the argon-oxygen mixtures were used the difference bet~.;cen the 
weight of zinc evaporated and the weight of the condensate tended to be 
less than -v:hen pure argon or reducing atmospheres were used. In several 
i nst.:m.cesJ tests R 2J S 2B and S 7 J the weight of the condensate was 
actually more than the amount evaporated. In these experiments the 
condensate contained zinc oxide. The appearance and physical nature 
of the c.ondensa te 'l,;·;ras markedly different in the argon-oxygen a trr:ospltcre. 
It should be noted that the surface on the solidified zinc in tbc 
bailer after the argon-0.1% oxygen experiments was relativeJy clcrm. 
A slight discoloration or dullness was observed on the surface of the 
zinc to·'tlard the condenser end of the boiler '\vhile the surface furthest 
from the condenser had a bright and metallic appearance. The surfaces 
of the solidified zinc from argon-1. 0% oxygen experiments v.•ere entirely 
discolored. The surface on the zinc in the boiler after experiments in 
air was thoroughly oxidized. 
d t 850°C These experiments A caroon monoxide atmosphere was use a· · 
are reported in Table IV. The rate of evaporation in carbon mono:d de l!BS 
almost identical to that in argon. 
. . d the rate of evapor~lion 
The fjnal series of exper1ments deternnne 
0 1 r cent alum-f ~Jlo" containing • pe 0 zinc at 7 50°C frc:n a zinc-aluminum a · .J 
inum j_!1 an atmosphere of argon. 
d btal'ned from these Table V gives ata o . 
· tt. 1·ncreasc in d t increase Wl II 
experi1nents. The evaporation ra tc appeare 0 
time. r un was 16 per cent less ttat the The rate from the 60 minute 
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0.00114 gm/cm2-min average rate. The rate found in the 120 minute run 
was 17.5 per cent mora than the average evaporation rate. The rate of 
evaporation from the allay \>Jas approximately one half the evaporation 
rate determined for pure zinc. 
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Table IV; Rate of Evaporation of Zinc in 





































Table V: Rate of Evaporation of Zinc-Aluminum Alloy 










































It is possible to distinguish between two vaporization processes: 
boiling and evaporation. Boiling is considered to be a vaporization 
process in which the vapor pressure of the liquid equals or exceeds 
the pressure of the gas phase over the liquid surface. The rate of 
boiling is determined by the rate of heat tt·ansfer because the latent 
heat of vaporization must br:! supplied to the boiling liquid before it 
can change into a vapor. The vapor is removed from the liquid surfac~ 
by flow or bodily movement of the gas phase as a whole r.a ther tha:1 by 
diffusion. 
Evaporation is a vaporization process in which the vapor pressul'<: 
of the liquid is less than the pressure of the gas phase in contact wlth 
the liquid. The rate of evaporation is not controlled by thl! rate of 
heat transfer. The evaporation rate is controlled by the rate of H~ii1(.lVal 
of vapor from the 1 iquid-vapor interface region. Vapor may be remo·Te:d 
from the vicinity of the liquid surface. by diffusion of the vapor through 
the gas phase or the vapor may be removed from the vicinity of the Jiqu:id 
fl · over the liquid surface. surface by the gas phase if the gas is o\nng 
rate Of. evaporation of zinc has been In this investigation the 
d"t · d functJ·_011 of temperature in several residual 
c erm1na experimentally as a 
gas atmospheres. ar
·ed with calculated rates and These results are comp --
are discussed below. 
for calculation of the evaporation Three equations are available 
or reducing residual 
rate of zinc into a gas phase. containing an inert 
. b E t- jn Luchak and Langstroth, a!ld gas. These equations, der1ved Y .ps ~ · ' 
and by Nax\lell and Stefan, have been given in the literature review 
as equations (6), (7) and (9). Sample calculations using these equa-
tions to obtain th2 evaporation rate of zinc at 650°C in argon are 
outlined in Appendix 2. The calculated rates and the corresponding 
observed rates are tabulated in Table VI. 
The calculated evaporation rates using the three equations were 
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all of the same order of magnitude and can be considered to show reason-
able agreement with the observed rates. With argon or carbo~ monoxide 
atmospheres all three equations give approximately the same evc.poration 
rate at 750°C. At temperatt:res below 750°C the Epstein equation g:J.ves 
the lo·tvest rate of evaporation and the llorst agreement with the obsP.rvcd 
rc:te while this same equation gives the highest evaporation rate and the 
best agreement with the observed rate at higher temperatures. The oh-
served rates of evaporation were higher than the calculated rates with 
the one exception of the evaporation rate in hydrogen using the Ep:;tein 
equation. 
There are a number of uncertainties in the data used to ~alculale 
the ld be re ~pons1'ble for some of the dis-evapors~ion rate and thase cou -
agreement between the calculated anc.I the observed rates. The total 
. to be orle atmosphere for all ~alculatinns. pressure on the zinc was assumed •· 
Th•~ actLtally 5 11·ghtly above barometric pressure dur-
- total pressure was 
ing the experiments. 
condenser surface parallel to All three equations 2re based on a 
the surface of the evaporating liquid. This was not the case in the 
- the zinc were in P 'I'he condenser and the surface ot resent experiments. 
6pproximately the same plane. b 
t 2.5 centimeters The condenser was a ou 
3R 
Table VI: Averaged Observed Rates and Corresponding 
Calculated Rates of Evaporation of Zinc 
at Various Temperatures under One Atmosphere 
of Argon, Carbon H0noxide, and Hydrogen 
------... -----·~"'~---- . _____ , ___ ....,...... __ 
---.... --
---Boiler Observed Epstein Luchak Maxwell Temperature, Rate, Rate, Rate, Rate, oc Gm/cm2-Nin Gm/cm2-Hin Gm/Cm2 -!·lin Gm/cm2-Nin 
---.. ------·-· .... ~-----·-
argon 
650 0.000476 0.000114 0.000244 0.000252 
700 0.00111 o. 00036!} 0.000505 0.000756 
750 0.00~29 0.00106 o. 00115 0.00126 
BOO o. oar~.~~ I 0.00281 0.00214 0.00252 
850 0.00858 0.00706 0.00409 0.00595 
carbon monoxide 
850 0.00883 0,00763 0.00434 0.00624 
hydrogen 
750 0.00456 0.0121 O.OO-l18 0.00459 
-.... -.___ __ ,._ ... _ .. _,.._..,._..._ ___ ~~-· ..... ------·-·····--·-.. -..-----·--
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away from the near side of the molten zinc and about 12.5 centimeters 
away from the far side of the bath. The distance to the center of the 
bath, 7. 5 centimeters, was used in the calculations but it is not cer-
tain that this is the correct distance to use. Since the calculated 
evaporation rate is inversely proportional to distance between condenser 
and evaporating liquid, if the distance to be used in the calculations 
should be appreciably different from 7.5 centimeters the calculated 
evaporation rates would be appreciably in error. For example, if the 
correct distance '\vere 2. 5 centimeters the calculated rates of: evaporati.c,,, 
would be larger by a factor of three while a distance of 12.5 centimeters 
would yield calculated values 0. 6 times the values given in Table VI. 
The surface temperature of the zinc in these experiments was not 
measured. It was assumed to be equal to the temperature rr.~asured by the 
thermocouple inserted in boiler below the bath. The surface temp(:ratun~ 
could have been lo~ver than the recorded temperature. St. Clair and 
Spendlove (7) measured the surface temperature of the zinc in son'e of 
their experiments and found it to be about 35 oc lower than the te;,,pe-raturc 
· l If the correct surface temnerature of the ln t l.e ma:i.n mass of the zinc. r 
· d t a lO\vCr temperature should Zlnc were lower than the recorde temperC\ ure 
have been used in the calculations and this W.)Uld have cau~ed a 3reater 
diffE:rence be tween the calculated and the observed results. The vapor 
pressure of zinc would be lo;,.rer at a lower temperature and this enters 
into the calculation with each of the three equations. 
ln the Epstein equation there l.·s some doubt about the correct 
densities to be used. 
2 . was assumed that the As sho'Wtl in Appendix ' lt 
l t-emperature of the d f z1.·nc vapor at t1e -
eusity of the zinc 'Has that o 
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liquid zinc and at a pressure equal to the vapor pressure of the zinc. 
T'lte density of the residual gas wan 1 1 d 
- ca cu ate to be the density of gas 
at the temperature of the zinc and at a pressure equal to its partial 
pressure over the zinc surface assuming the gas phase to Le saturated 
v1ith zinc. 
Another factor that could influence the difference betv!een the 
observed and calculated rates of evaporation was the flowing gas used 
in the present experiments. The residual gas is assumed to be stagnant 
in the derivation of the three equations. It is not possible to say how 
the flowing residual gas affected the observed evaporatior;. rate in t>c 
experiments. Any movement of the gas phase over the H quid vJOuld tend 
to increasE-> tl:e evaporation rate. However, the residual gas entered 
cold and could have produced unkno-,;vn temperatures variation~ \·d thin the 
system. 
Consideration of the uncertainties discussed above indicate~ that 
the ae;reement be t-,;.;reen the observed and calculated evaporation ra tc s is 
indeed good. It ·was stated (10) that the Epstein equation could yi;::ld 
f f · 00 All three rates different from the actual rate by a actor 0 1 • 
1 h h by a f actor of 2.2 or less. ca culatcd rntes agreed with eac ot er 
tl Of 65o oc the calculated evaporation rates were w loHest temperature 
1 rate. by a factor of about t'\<W to four while at ess than the observed · 
calculated rate using the 
the highest tempe:.t:ature of 850°C the best 
Epstein equation was approximately 85 per 
cent of the observed rate. 
At 
d 'th ~he Luchak-Th betT•·e· en the rate calculate Wl .. 
e greatest difference was •· 
t th value 
L Ob cerved rate·, the Luchak-Langs ro angstroth equation and the g 
being low by a factor of about 2. 1. 
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The observed and calculated rates of evaporation of zinc in argon 
are shoHn in Figure 10. The rate calculated with the Epstein equation 
is lowest at low temperatures and approaches the observed rate at the 
.higher temperatures. The density ratio in the denominator of the Epstein 
equation is relatively large at low temperatures and decreases rather 
rapidly as temperature increases. This density ratio term in the Epstein 
equation is responsible for the more rapid rise in the Epstein evaporation 
rate as temperature increases. 
Evaporation of liquid zinc may be pictured as a tv?o-stf!p process. 
In the first step atcms of zinc escape from the liquid phase into the 
space above the liquid surface. The second step involves dj_ffu.si.Jn of 
the zinc vapor away from the 1 iquid surface into i.nfi.ni te spac"~ or to a 
condensing surfa~e. 
If l:Lquid zinc evaporates into a vacuum, the rate is a maximur~ 
because that the liquid~vacuum interface es.:apcs 
fro:,~ 
every atom crosses 
the liquid phase. Ho\<7ever, when a gas phase is pt·ese:nt over ti.e Jjqtdd 
sur face evE.::ry zinc atom that crosses the liquid-gas interface docs not 
h ]·~moves out into infini~e 
escape from the liquid phase in the sense t at 
space or is captured hy a condensinG surface. 
l t tha !: Some of t1e a oms 
molecules a~c! as r:. 
leave the liquid phase collide lvith gaseous atoms or 
consequen~e are knoc.ked back into the liquid phase. 
h e ~~t of t~~ t , 1' nterfet·e ·r,r:_ th t e !:IOV m-· a .oms or moleculos in the gas pnase 
Z. ~ that is, they 1nc a toms at•my fror:l the 1 iqui·..1, 
reduce the rate of diffusi~~ 
of the :;:inc. Thus, the presence 
StEps in the evdporation pr0ce~s. 
h ld slou do\::-: ~oth 














































T Er'i P E RAT U R E , ° C 
FIGURE 10. THE OBSERVED AND CALCULATED Ri\TES OF EVf\POU\7!C·: 
0 F Z Ii'l C I:~ 0 N E An: 0 S PH£ R E C F Ar< C (1:; . 
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The kinetic theory of gases(B) has been used to make certain 
calcula U ons which are discussed below. The results of these calcula-
tions may indicate how the two steps in the evaporation process are 
affected by the residual gases used in this investigation. 
It is assumed that the effect of the residual gas on the net rate 
of escape of zinc atoms from the liquid is proportional to a force exer-
ted by ator,1s or molecules in the gas phase on the zinc atoms imincdiately 
above the liquid zinc surface. The force under consideration i.s respon-
sible for returning some of the zinc atoms to the liquid phase. This 
force is the result of the col.l:i.siort between the zinc atoms and muhculC':-
of residual gas. The kine.tic theory of gases pennits calculation of the 
ratio of the forces exerte.d by the different residual gases on the zinc 
atoms. 
The force exerted on the zinc atoms will be proporti0nal to the 
rate f 1 of f tlle z~nc atom as a consequence of collisions o - c 1ange momentum o .: .._ 
with tho residual gas. A number that should be approximately proportio:;<l 
to the force is obt:.dned by calculating th:: 
t.. of moiT.C'!.ltum in r. part~ c-c.~ange 
1 1 . tl · by the total number. of col-u.ar kind of collision and multip -Y~ng ns -
1 . . atoms or molecules ttat occur l81on~ bet\•Jecn zinc atoms and residual gas 
Both t1.'ties 0 r this pr0duct are in a un:l t of volume per second. qu<1u. - · .... 
calc·u la ted rather easily. 
of the zinc ato~ is 
The collision for which the change of mOiilentum 
d residual gas collide 
most easily calculated is one in which the zinc an 
velocity c which is given by 
head-on and each has its root mean square 
(10) 
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u iE the root mean square velocity in cm/s~c, 
P.. is the gas c.onstant in ergs/g.mole-°K, 
T is the absolute Kelvin temperature, 
"H is the molecular weight in gms. 
The velocities of the zinc atom and the residual gas atom or molecule 
after the collision can be calculated by solving the two sirnulta::cous 
equations for the conservation of energy and of momentum. Thus, 
and 
(l/2) 1-l u 2 + Zn Zn (1/2) 2 = (1/2) M u' 2 + (1/2) M 1 2 MGu G Zn Zn Gu G 




' z d · 1 ~ • gas M2 clfld NG are thE"! molecula!" v.Teights of t.1e .n an restclU<1l. 
.n ~ 
respectJvely, in gu-~s, 
Of the zinc before and after the col· u and u'~ are velocities Zn t:,n 
lisibn, respectively, in em/sec. 
'l'h · tl11·s collision ~,.,ill b~ (~ c:han;~(! iP mom..:.cntum of the zinc atom 1n 
'-1 f '~ l' 
•· Zn u Zn - nzn ·zn 
(13) 
1'he tot a 1 nur,-.b<:: r of collisions in one second bet\-?~ en all 
of ~. d or P.lole·cules of residual gas in on~ cubic c~~Li-
- Zlnc an all the atoms 
meter· 




nZn is the number of zinc atoms per cm3, 
nG is the number of atoms or molecules of residual gas per cm3, 
c-zn is the diameter of a Zn atom in em, 
o-(; is the diameter of the atom or molecule of residual gas, and 
the other symbols are as defined above. 
It is assumed that the force exerted by the residual gas on the 
zinc atoms is at least approximately proportional to the product, F 
Zn,G, 




The factor FZ G for argon and carbon monoxide as residual gases .n, 
at 850°C and for argon and hydrogen at 750°C have been calculated. Tb~se 
calcule.tions are shown in Appendix 3. ·rhe results are given below: 
Residual Gas Temperature, oc F 
Zn,G Ar 
850 2 3SxJ03~ 
. 34 co 850 2.12:d0 
Ar 
750 1. 432xl034 
0. 848xJ o3lt H2 750 
The above four force factors, FZn,G·' can be co:7tpared to obtain tL::! 
relativ~ the residual gases on the zinc. forces exerted by T;lC ratio Of 
F h ar~on and carbon mn1:o~id~ Zn,J,,r F is 1. 1 : 1 and indicates t !at o Zn,co 
·the zir.c atoms as they 3ttcrapt to exert approximately the same force on 
escape frow the liquid zinc at 850cC. •. rrs 2 grea tcr S• c~· <-he argon e .... e -1n .... • -
f 
1 , • for the zinc a ton1S or:e: or:, .. 1 • • t s}Joula oe eas1er -Lle Zlnc atoms 1: . 
'de is the residual from the 1 iquid phase when the carbC'n monox1 gas. 
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From Table I the average rate of evaporation of zinc in argon at 850 oc 
is 0. 00858 g/cm2 -min "Hhile from Table IV the rate 1·n carbon monoxide is 
0.00883. The ratio of the rate of evaporation in carbon monoxide to 
that in argon is 1.03 : 1. Since 1.1 is very approximately the same as 
1.03 these ratios could indicate that the effect of the residual gas is 
to impede the escape of atoms from the liquid phase and that the evapora-
tion rate is inversely proportional to the force exerted by the residual 
gas on the escaping zinc atoms. 
The ratio of the force factors Fzn,Ar : Fzn,H2 at 750'-'C is about 
1.7 : 1 and should indicate that argon exerts almost twice as much force 
on the escaping zinc atoms as the hydrogen. If the evaporation rate is 
controlled by this force and is inversely proportional to the force the 
ratio of the evapor2. U.oH rate of zinc in hydrogen at 7 50°C should be a 
little less than twice that in argon. The evaporation rates can be ob-
tained frol'< Tahle I and III and are 0. OOLJ-56 g/cm2-sec in hydrogen and 
0.00229 g/cm2··sec in argon giving a ratio of about 2 : 1. This retio 
Of 1 h . h b t certaJ'_nly of the correct order evaporation rates is slight y 1g u. 
of magnitude. 
The evaporation process was described as two steps: escape from 
the liquid phase and diffusion away from the liquid. The effect of the 
residual gas on the second step' diffusior. of the zinc away from the 
s f equation a~d 
liqu:i.d, has already been calculated by the NC'XIvell- tc an 
th . h wn in Table VI. e results of these calculat1ons are 5 0 
rate of diffusion of zinc in carbon monoxide to that in argon should be 
0. 00624 0 or : . 00595 1. 05 : 1. 
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This ratio is essentially the same as the ~vaporation rate of zinc in 
carbon monoxide to that in argon, 1.03 : 1. This could indicate that 
the rate of evaporation is controlled by the diffusion rate of the zinc 
in the residual gas. However, since the effect of carbon monoxide and 
of argon on the first step in the evaporation were sho1m to he about the 
same it is not clear from the results on these two residual gases what 
the effect of a residual gas might be. 
The calculated diffusion rates of zinc in hydrogen and in ~rgon 
at 750°C give a ratio of 0.00459 : 0.00126 of about 3.6 : 1. In this 
case the ratio of evaporation rates is only about 2 : 1 and is clos(·!" 
to the inverse of the calculated r::ltio of the forces tending to prevent 
the zinc frcm leaving the 1 iquid phase. While the data are limited, they 
tend to indicate that as a residual gas, hydrogen is more effective in 
returning zinc atoms to the liquid phase than it is in reducing the rate 
of diffusion of zinc atoms away from this liquid surface. 
I h Sl'gn1·f1'ca11ce to the results obtaj:·,ed fro~1 t is difficult to attac 
h h 'th free oz~gen. t e experiments on evaporation of zinc in atmosp eres 'n ~ 
The 01_1e ~1·th 0.1 per cent oxygen, ar~ the two argon-oxygen atmospheres, n 
t f th , zinc oth d h evaporation rae o. ~ 
· er with 1.0 per cent oxygen reduce t.e 
al h lf its value in pure argon. 
oout the same, to approxiraately one a -
It is 
f f the l iquid zinc to rea b 1 the sur ace o · sona le to cxoect an oxide fi m on 
• 
1 . _ . d However, i t is inter fer< .. T.ll. th the of Zl.IlC a toms from the IqLn • 
"' " esc8.pe 
gave the same evaporation 
not clear why both these oxygen concentrations 
' rate. 
in the ar~on·oxygen 
It . t't·le ev~··poratl'ng zinc vapor 1 s possible tha. t -
. sur face fonni ng atmo~ph r the liq~id Zlnc 
... eres reacted with the oxygen ove 
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zinc oxide and reducing the oxygen concentration to a relatively low 
value \olhich was the same at the liquid zinc surface in both atmospherE's. 
If the conditions were approximately the same at the liquid zinc surfac~ 
in both atmospheres, the evaporation rate should have been the ~arne. 
Another possibility to explain the same results in these two atmospheres 
is that the relatively thin oxide film on the liquid zinc surface was 
not continuous and that the degree of discontinuity was approximately 
the same in these atmospheres. Thus, the effective evaporation surface 
might have been the same in both atmospheres. Oa this basis it can be 
postulated that in the much higher oxygen concentration of air,. a muclt 
thicker and almost continuous oxide layer formed on the liquid surface 
and this reduced the evaporation to a very lo'i..r value. 
The experiments with zinc-aluminum alloys were of an cxplorator:,· 
nature. 
'"" ccted No expla:1<: tio~1 The lower rate of evaporation was not... exp · 
. dd't" n Physical exami~dtion 1s offered for this cffec t of the aluminum a 1 1° • 
of the tested samples did reveal that there was pro a ~ b bly segregali0n of 
the aluminum, thus the melt was not homogeneous. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
1. The rate of cvapora tion of zinc :is inversely proportional to son,e 
function of the pressure and directly proportional to some function 
of the temperature. 
2. The rate of evaporation is dependent upon the physical nature of the 
non-oxidizing residual gas, in particular, the size and mass of its 
atoms or molecules. 
3. The rste of evaporation is markedly decreased in an oxidizing resjduaJ 
gas, with the lower rates being obtained v-Tith atmospheres of :dg;1er 
oxygen partial pressures. 
4. The experimentally determined evaporation rates agree \'lell with thosz 
calculated from equations in the literature. 
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The following derivation of the effusion formula is similar to that 
_presented by St. Clai:t:" and Spendlove. (6) (?) Their derivation is supple-
mented by infonna tion from Loeb. (8) 
Probability theory indicates that the chance Ps of a particular 
molecule striking the walls of the container in a time interval of one 
second when the area of the walls is S square centimeter is 
where 
P = SC/4V s 
C is the average velocity in em/sec, and 
V :i.s the volume of contaj_ner in cm3. 
(A) 
If th N ] 1 . th container '\'lith volume V cm3' ere are t mo .ecu es J.n e 
the number, N8 , striking the walls per second is given by Ns == p sl\t • 
Thus, N8 '= NtSC/4V, and calling Nt/V = 
cubic centimeter, N8 = SNC/4. If N8 /S 
centimater per second, then 
'"'.ttml)cr of molecnl(! s p·; r N, the •. 
= n, the number strn~ int, a squar" 
n = NC/4 (B) 
d . e a relations~:ip Tt b used to en.v 11e kine tic theory of gases may e 
For a gas cor.:-
bet't-leen the rate of evaporation and the vapor pressure. 
1 . ty C the l11Hnhcr of 
poseJ of molecules with mass m and an average ve eel ' 
tnoleculE<.s . h h cross sct;tion of one pass1ng t roug a 
square centimeter per 
second is given by equation (B). The .. vcight w o 
bsta.,ce striking f a su •· 
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a square centimeter per second is given by 
w = mn = NmC/4 (C) 
where N is thE: number of molecules per cubic centimeter of gas. Since 
Nm is the weight of the molecules per cubic centimeter it is equal to the 
density, p , of the gas. Using the ideal gas law gives 
p = Nm = M/V = pM/RT (D) 
where 
p is the pressure of the gas in dynes/cm2, 
v i.s the volume in cm3, 
M is the molecular weight in gms, 
R is the gas constant in ergs per mole per degree, and 
T is the absolute Kelvin temperature. 
The root-mean-square velocity, designated by u, is 
u ::;: (E) 
distribution law, is eGud The average velocity, according to the NaX\vell 
to 
Using (D) and (E) in (F) gives 
1/2 c = u(8/3rc) 
1/2 
C = (SRT /:r'J1) 
(F) 
(G) 
(C) gives the follol<'ing Substitu tir..g equations (D) and (G) into equation 
ex.pr"' s , · 1 · f rmula ~ Sion, <.no"tvll as the. effus1on .o ' 
w .., p (M/2rLRT) l/Z (H) 
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W l·s the ;.;ei;dtt of gas striking one square ce11t1'ntp_ter of ~ ~ surf3ce per 
second wh2.n the gas is at pressure p and temperature T. 
If the vapor pre:s sure, p, at any given temperature is knmm, it 
may be used in equation (H) to calculate the rate of evaporation of 
a substat"J.ce into a vacuum. Under these co~1ditions, molecules evaporating 
from the surface do not co 11 ide with other molecules and return to the 
liquid phase. This rate of evaporation will be the theoretical m3ximum r<lte. 
The expres::::ion for the maximum rate of evaporation can be simplificG 
by inserting the values of the constants in equation (H) to obtcdn 
w ~ p (M/2rtRT) 1 /2 ~ p [!1 (2)(3, 14 )(8. 311,) (10 7) ~ 1 / 2 
= (43. 74) (lo-6) (p 0 ) (M/T) 1 / 2 
where 
w is the maximum rate of evaporation. in gms/crn2-sec, the rate of 
evaporation into a perfect vacuum, 
T • h ..t °K ~s t.,e temperature in 1 • ..1egrees , 
' T in 
P i tl1e of evaporating liquid at temperacure s vapor pressure 
dynes/cm2, and 
M h.: the molecular weight of the liquid in grams. 
I U i t'·•c units gives s no the 1 1 . 1 of z1• nc a'.1d conver 1 11o · , o . mo .. ecu ar we.J.ft1t: 
w 0 
38/TI l/'2 
= (l~3. 7 4) (10 -6) (13. 59) (980) C60) (po) (65 · ' 
"' 28. 30p 0 /T 
1/2 
. I m2-mi'1, and 
wo is the rate of evaporation of zinc 111 gms c 
ture T in i~'"11 Hg. 
. . at tel:lpera P0 ~s the vapor pressure of z1nc 
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APPENDIX 2 
CALCULATION OF TH::: RATE OF EVAPORATION 
The rate of evaporation of zinc into an atrr:ospherc contain:in;:; 
argon as the residual gas with the total pressure equal to one atmosplwrc 
and thr; liquid ?.inc at 650°C is calculated belo-vr. 
Epstein equ<:::. t ion: 
The Epstein equation is given as 
----- --------..,.,1,·-··-··---·--~ 
). p 
l<J0 is obt;:dncd from equation (2) on pr1gc 
/TJ /2 w0 ::: 28. 30 Po 
(6) 
(2) 
The VC1por pressure of zinc at 6.)0°C is calculated from equ:1tion (3). 
and 
Then 
lo~ p _ 
"' -0 -G754.5/T- 1.318 log 
P,, - 27. 70 mm Hg . 
... 
wo = (28.10) (27.70)/(923) 112 
In e ··u·' ,_ · 
·'1, a LlQfl (6) 
T- 0.060lxl0-3T + 12.723 (3) 
I 2 . 
- 25.80 gms em -mln. 
t. Jer "''r to ti,E.: d f t11e co:1 ·- ·'"''--d . fr_ n:..,,. the en o A ::::. 7. 5 ems, the~ 1StO'clCE' ~·· 
middle of the bath 
2 
p 
- 1 atm (7 6) (13. 60) (980) dyne. s/cr·~ 
-
b ~ 32.19 3 n 6) c<:-t /mole,_ 
M,, Gn - 65.38 grns 
PZn ::= p0~1211 /RT :;: (27 .. 70) (65. 38) 1 (R) (923) 
PAr = (7 60 - p0 ) MAr/RT = (732. 30) (39. 94) / (R) (923) 
Inserting thes~ values into equation (6) gives 
Luchak-l,cmgs troth equation: 
The l..uchak-Langs troth equa ti_on \vas: 
H<:!XHell' s (·quation Wf\S used to calculate the diffusivity. This was 
given a1:;: 
D = (1/Hzn + 1/NAr) l/2 (8) 
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The follm·;ing valuef; "t:ere used in equation (8) to obtain ;:be diffTJ::jvity: 
k = 0. 0047. This is the largest possible value of k (13) a::.J Wli~ 
results) 
'[) ] a t:m) .. -
V.,. 65.38/6.7 9. 75 crn3 /mole: (17) L,, .. -· 
-
-·. 
v 3 9. 9l+/1. ~~ 28.44 cm3/mole, 
(17) 
Ar ;:- = 
Hzn - t:r:: 30 \)J, 0~ 
NAr -:- 39. 91->. 
I Eq,lat5.o,1 ("' L 
.u J t~·~n gives 
D ... 0. 974 cm2 /r;f:.C. 
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The values of the other variables in equation (7) have been give above 
and were used "Ylith this value of D to give 
Maxwell-Stefan equation: 
The Haxvrell-Stefan equation was eiven as: 
(60)(P)(Mzn)(D)(Pzn650°- Pzn20o) 
= 
The appropriate. values of the variables :i.n this equation are 
P = 1 atm., 
M, =: 65.38, Zn 
D 
, 
= 0.974 cmL/Bec from above calculation, 
pAn650 o = 27.70/760 = 0. 0364 s.trlt, 
P21120 c = 0 atm, 
PAr20" -- 1 atm, 
P 1 1 0 0'~64 = 0. 964 a tnt, Ar650° ~ - Pzn6so= · - · J 
A::: 7.5 ems, 
R-= 82.0 cm3-atm/dcgree-gm mole, 
Thr.se: values give 
w~ = 0.000°5~c- / 2 n:t.'n !J • gm em -1 . • 
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APPENDIX 3 
CALCULATION OF RELATIVE FORCES EXERTED BY RESIDUAL GASES 
The root-mean-square velocity of a gas is a functioi1 of its temper-
· ature and atomic or molecular weight only because the kinetic energy of 
every gas is the same at a given temperature. 
Equation (10) was used to calculate the root-mean-square velocity 
-u ~~ PRT/M (10) 
The proper vallle of the gas constant to use in this equation is 8. 3x107 
ergs/g.mole-degree. The temperatures and molecular weights used and th~ 
ruml ting root-mean-square velocities were 


























" oo··lO ~ \), A 4 
10. O:d 0 
' 35. 8::] 0'-~
elociUc:s ivcre used jn 
These moleculai~ ,.Jej ghts and !:oat-mean-square v · · 
] .. , of tl'c· zinc a to;·M; final ve oc1~} ·-
equauor:s (J 1) and (12) to obtain the 
In this ca lc-cla tior' tht: 
1 after· h~ad-·on cc·llisions v.~ith the residual gas. 
k t be ~o~itiv~ &nd that i · 1 ys ta en 0 · ~ ~ 
1 
nltia 1 Vf! 1 oci ty of the zinc atom 'i.;ras a wa 
d to clculatc 
t ·on (13) was use a Equa 1 I Of ~l·la • • ~"' res::..duol gas to be negat1ve. 
the change of momsntum for the zjnc atoms. 
The results of thes2 
c:alcul~ t' 


























Equation (14) '\vas used to calculate the number of collisions per 
unit volum0 per second. In this equation the number of atoms ot molecules 





ni i.s the number of atoms per cm3, 
6.023xlo23 is Avogadros nurnber, 
22,400 is the volume of one mole at standard conditions, 
Pi is the partial pressure of gas i. 
__ 760 .. .• , 1• was thc.: resid~·~d g.;! •. (3) when i was Zn and Pi -· Pzn ,.ncn · ' 
(8) and the ot~;-::'r '.'ari ;_l,Jc; 
The atomic diameters 'tvere taken hon Loeb ' 
h~ve been g. a'ooue • 
'1. vcn . v 
unit vo l UJL":: t!-!E: The a toms or molecules p~?:r 
t..t · r:ed frf:l 
atoml· c or alld tt.t~ -11tJDber of c::>llisions oL· ."ll . ' 
molecular diameters 1 -
the"e , 1 . 
., ca ,.cu. a tJ.ons were: 
Ar 850 418.l~3 3.59x1018 
~i ,018 2.)~XJ. 
co 850 {f18.43 3.59xl018 2 s·~,JolS • _x 
At: 750 1?.3.87 1. 16xlo1 8 6.00xl0
18 
H2 750 123.87 1. 16xl018 
J 1 ·"'118 6. 0 X.L\..1 
~~--.... .._.,--., __________ _..__ .......... ---------.-.-·----·_.... 
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The product of the number of collisions per unit volume per second 
and the change in momcn tum of a zinc a tom in a head-on call is ion '\td th the 
















1. 43xl0 311 
0. 84xl031~ 
·~--------- -------· --------------
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APPENDIX 4 
LIST OF SYNBOLS 













factor proportional to force exerted by rc~idu~l G • '"' g•<S , on 
z1nc atoms escaping from the liquid phase 
molecular weight 
molecular weight of metal A 
molecular weight of residual gas B 
molecular weight of argon 
moleculnr weight of zinc 
number of molecules per cubic cen!:imelcl 
number of molecules striking the walls per scc0!1d 
total ntunber of molecules in the container 
total pressure 
chance of a particular molC>culc strikine the v.•.-.11 f if th· 
container in a time interval of one sc~0n~ 
gas constant 
area of the walls 
absolute temperature 
the absolute tcmpc:-aturc cf the meta 1 A at th(· c vq·n :. t i r ;; 
surface 
the absolute te::nperature of the tn("tnl A :>t tbr cNdc :~· ;r,~, 
surface 
total volu!n~ 











molal volume of the residual gas B 1·n 1 
boiling point iquid state at normal 
molal volume of zinc 1'n 1' 'd 
. J.quJ. state at its normal boiling 
point 
munber of collisions per unit volume per second bet,veen zinc 
vapor atoms and residual gas atoms or molecules 
van der Waal's constant 
constant for diffusivfty equation 
mass of molecule 
number of molecules striking a square centimeter of surface 
per second 
number of residual gas atoms or molecules per cubic centimeter 
number of atoms or molecules per. cubic centineter 
nuflber of zinc vapor atoms per cubic centimeter 
pressure of gas or vapor 
partial pressure of the metal A at the evaporating surface 
partial pressure of the metal A e.t the condemdcg surface 
partial pressure. of the residual g<lS B at the evaporating 
surface 
partial pressure of the residual gas B at the condensing 
surface 
log mean partial pressure of the residual gas B 
partial pressure of residual gas i 
partial pressure of lead in the vepor phese 
partial pressure of zinc vapor contact with the liquid 
surface during evaporatjcn 
partial pressure of zinc vapor 
partial pressure of zinc in the: vapor phase 



















partial pressure of zinc in the vapor phase 
vapor pressure of zinc 
root mean square velocity 
root means squ~re velocity of zinc atom before head-on collision 
root mean square velocity of zinc atom after one head-on 
collision 
rate of evaporation 
rate of zinc vapor moving back onto liquid surface 
maximum rate of evaporation of metu.l A 
net rate of evaporation of zinc 
maximum rate of evaporation of zinc 
Epstein rate of evaporation 
Luchak rate of evaporation 
Maxwell rate of evaporation 
Mole fraction of lead in the vapor phase 
Mole fraction of lead in the liquid pbase 
Mole fraction of zinc in the vapor phase 
Mole fraction of zinc in the liquid phase 
Greek Letters Symbols 
distance between evaporating and condcsning surfaces 
1T 3.14 
p density 
P A density of metal vapor A 
density of argon 
density of residual gas B 
density of zinc vapor 
diameter of residual gas ato:n as nolecule 
diameter of zinc vapor atom 
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